ATHÉNA – a pre-university study programme for physics and mathematics at the University of Geneva

Andreas Müller*, Camille Bonvin**, Anna Sfyrla***

This programme really gives a good sense of what studying is like, and prepares us for the student experience in terms of the subject matter itself as well as life on campus. (Athéna student, 17)

Even if I don’t know what to do after high school, the programme motivated me to look more into physics studies, that door remains open. (Athéna student, 19)

Abstract

Athena (named after the ancient Greek goddess of wisdom) is a pre-university study programme for mathematics and physics organised by the Faculty of Science at the University of Geneva. It targets students enrolled in the final or penultimate year of Secondary level II (senior high school), giving them an opportunity to explore and discover university-level studies in mathematics and physics. The programme aims to enhance students’ interest for the physical and mathematical sciences by introducing them to new topics, all while giving them a taste for student life at university. It also seeks to promote scientific careers to young students, especially to young women, as well as improving the transition between Secondary II and university.

1. What is Athena?!

Young people often display disaffection as well as negative emotions and attitudes towards “hard” sciences at school, and even more so towards careers in these fields. This is a considerable challenge at both international and Swiss levels and has deep repercussions for society. To quote, “there is a lot of work to be done [...] to improve the attitudes of students, particularly girls, towards scientific subjects, studies and careers”.4 These observations are supported by a report of the Swiss Federal Council,5 which states a worrying lack in Switzerland of people trained in the natural sciences, mathematics, and related fields. The report also underlines the particularly low proportion of women in these fields in Switzerland. Fig 1 indicates the number of women relative to the number of men at different stages of education and professional careers (gender ratio, GR). At the end of high school, the ratio is considerably greater than 1 (GR ≈ 1.4). Yet it decreases rapidly, for example, in physics studies (GR = 0.29 in Geneva). The Athena programme, organised by the physics and mathematics departments within the Faculty of Science at the University of Geneva, seeks to address these well-known problems by (i) attracting more young people towards studies in these fields, and by (ii) offering targeted support for girls (young women).

Since the academic year 2015/16, high school students have been invited to join mathematics and physics classes at the University of Geneva.6 This opportunity for early studies is co-ordinated by Camille Bonvin and was initiated by Michele Maggiore and Andreas Müller from the physics department at the Faculty of Science. They drew inspiration from a project in Germany, where a similar initiative (“Frühstudium”) had been pioneered by the University of Cologne7 and then, with the support of a large foundation,8 turned into a country-wide programme involving more than 60 universities.9

1 The present contribution is based on a previous arXiv document of one of the authors.
The main aim is to offer students the option to discover and explore mathematics and physics studies in a stress-free environment that is perhaps somewhat off the beaten track and free from self-beliefs and gender stereotypes that prevent young women especially from considering careers in physics or mathematics. The students enrolled in the Athena programme choose a course from a pre-determined list to follow during the autumn semester. The students are mentored by tutors (undergraduates, postgraduates, doctoral students, or young researchers). In the case of female students, special emphasis is placed on recruiting female tutors. The study groups are however mixed. Thanks to the tutors, the programme includes targeted support for the young students, enabling them to develop a more positive and “resilient” self-concept when faced with the intrinsic difficulty of the class content. The tutors also act as role models, known personally to the students. The female tutors mentoring female students, in particular, are a living demonstration of how to overcome gender stereotypes.

Each participant who demonstrates serious involvement in the programme receives a certificate of participation. Athena students are also free to pass examinations and, in case of success and subsequent enrolment at UNIGE, can have their course credit recognised.

Note that Athena, as a programme taking place at university, with its aims of providing encouragement and stress-free exploration of university-level studies, and being free of charge, is quite different from “advanced placement” programmes as, e.g., in the United States, offering college-level courses and examinations at high school, with a clear objective of providing distinction, and credit and placement for later college studies, and subject to a charge for exams.

The Athena programme is in its seventh year at the moment of the writing of this report (for a few statistics, see the Table 1). This is thanks to considerable support from the physics and mathematics departments, the Faculty of Science, and the Dean’s office at the University of Geneva, as well as to the encouraging and fruitful cooperation with the Department of Public Education of the Canton of Geneva.

2. Bringing an idea to life – practical considerations

Admission: The programme is open to all students in public or private schools following a “maturité” (upper high school) curriculum or any other curriculum

different stages of education and professional careers.

Figure 1. Ratio of number of women to number of men (gender ratio, GR) at different stages of education and professional careers.

Comments: (i) high school “maturité”: young women are a majority (comparable values at Geneva and Swiss levels); (ii) study choice, physics: young women “disappear” (from a comfortable majority GR = 1.4 at “maturité” level, to a pronounced minority for physics, GR = 0.3); (iii) study choice, natural sciences/biology: these values numbers show that it does not make sense to group biology, physics, etc. as “sciences”, because GR (as well as many other indicators) is completely different for physics and biology; (iv) careers (Swiss value GR = 0.61 is very close to EU average value): a value very similar to that of that of overall Science studies; (v) Athena: more than twice as large as the value for study choice; young women are interested in an exploratory programme such as Athena in a far greater proportion than currently enrolling in physics studies (the numbers are similar for mathematics).

Table 1. Basic data for the first six editions of Athena (data for the current academic year 2021/22 are not yet available).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>candidacies</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>admissions</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>certificates</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credits</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that gives access to university studies. Participation is offered completely free of charge to the students. Decisions to admit students to the programme are based on their grades and teachers’ assessment. Consent is also required from the school principal, from their teacher in the subject concerned and, in the case of minors, from their parents or legal guardians. The candidate students are informed of the decision in the month of June, for admission in September.

Programme: The students selected for the Athena programme follow one or two courses at UNIGE. In principle, the courses are chosen by the students (see Table 2).

The Athena classes take place during school hours. Consequently, the students will miss certain hours of their regular high school lessons. However, thanks to active collaboration with school leadership teams, the schedule of Athena classes is designed to have as little impact on high school hours as possible. In particular, the time-tabling constraints are as follows:

- The school time-table must be designed in advance, taking into account the inclusion of the university course(s) selected by the student.
- Efforts are made to preserve the best interests of the student – their strength or weakness in a given subject – when deciding which subjects they will miss; this is determined by the school leadership, in consultation with the time-tabling office.
- Nevertheless, after their students’ timetables are fixed (often during July), a high school may come to ask the Athena organizers to change the assigned course that turns out to be incompatible with their time-table. This has almost always proved possible.

School leadership can opt not to release a student from a particular class. For example, they typically refuse to release a student from laboratory sessions in the elective subjects of biology or chemistry, laboratory hours being very strongly constrained by a lack of available space. This can lead to a student not being able to follow the Athena class they had originally foreseen and having to take another instead. Such cases are determined in co-ordination with the Athena organizing team and suitable arrangements have always been agreed upon with relative ease.

In consultation with their tutor, the Athena commission for the relevant department and the leadership of their school, a participant can withdraw from the programme. This decision has no influence on subsequent admission to UNIGE.

Certificates, examinations: At the end of the course, the certificates of participation are distributed at a ceremony dedicated to the Athenians, in the company of their families and teachers. Athena students also have the option to sit examinations for university-level course credit. If they pass the exams, the credits thus acquired count towards their bache-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physics laboratory 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical methods for physicists 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to environmental physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Astronomy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mathematics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elementary methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to logic and set theory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

lor’s degrees should they choose to enrol at UNIGE in physics or mathematics. However, in the spirit of exploration and discovery that is at the heart of the Athena programme, participating in examinations is neither expected nor mandatory.

To give the Athena programme a reliable framework, all the procedures have been formalised in a set of organisational rules, and a committee has been set up to carry out the programme.

3. Schools’ perspectives

The proposal to launch the Athena programme for Geneva high school students was immediately and strongly welcomed by the association of principals of Geneva high schools (Conférence des directeurs/directrices du Collège de Genève). The idea was perceived as relevant and attractive, and the concept of offering particularly interested high school students the opportunity to follow a course or two at university level was deemed to have potential for encouraging the next generation, especially young women. In this way, the programme fits very well in the Canton of Geneva Department of Public Education’s action plan for mathematics and natural sciences.13

For the Collège de Genève, it was obviously important to ensure a smooth integration of the programme with the curricula and timetables of participating students. The small number of problems that arose were quickly solved thanks to close co-operation with the participating schools (see above).

Since the very start of the programme, all students wanting to take part and who had received the approval of their school leadership teams have been able to follow Athena courses at UNIGE. Some have stopped part-way through. There have been various reasons for these dropouts: difficulty catching up after a period of illness, course content being very different from expectations, a lack of prerequisite knowledge, etc. Nevertheless, a large majority of students taking part have successfully completed the programme. Indeed, ≈ 70% to almost 90% obtained a certificate of participation. The rate of withdrawal from the programme ranges around 15 – 20%, which seems – given the exploratory and tentative nature of the programme – completely acceptable. In summary, the Athena programme is very well perceived by high school leadership teams, who seek to support the enrolled students as much as possible.

4. Evaluation

How well does Athena achieve its objectives? The following results are based on data collected at enrolment, as well as on a more detailed evaluation of the first three editions of Athena in the period 2015/16 – 2017/18. In total, more than 400 students took part in 6 years (data from the current year are not yet available), on average 60 – 80 students per year (with almost 60 participants even in the main year of the Covid restrictions, 2020/21). Initially there was roughly a 50% – 50% split between mathematics and physics, with a slight shift towards physics over the years.

As for the specific objective of encouraging young women for mathematics and physics, the gender ratio over 6 years is GR = Nf/NM = 0.64 (see Fig. 1). This value is still considerably below that of the target population (“maturité” level, overall GR ≈ 1.4), yet it is much higher than for physics studies at university level (both CH average and Geneva: GR ≈ 0.3). Note also, that generalizing statements like “Girls are much less interested in Science” etc. are quite misleading: while for Science in general GR ≈ 0.6, this value mixes very different cases like biology (GR ≈ 1.3) and physics (GR more than 4 times smaller than for biology). Speaking of “Science interest” in general, and regarding girls and women in particular, thus conceals very large differences and does not make sense.

The in-depth evaluation with the questionnaire, from which a selection of results is presented below, sought to evaluate the Athena programme’s objectives in a targeted way. It was adapted from a questionnaire that had previously served to evaluate the early-study programme in Germany.14 All of the assessment questions used a scale ranging from 1 (least positive opinion) to 6


Table 3. Athena student testimonials.

**Atmosphere, perspectives**
What pleased me the most is that I now have a better idea of university life: the hours, the atmosphere, the classes, the expectations of the lecturers…
I appreciated not being under pressure. Learning concepts without any negative repercussions in case of failing the exam made the learning more enjoyable. (17, f)
The option to discover the system and to understand how the university works – helps avoid making mistakes in choosing a future path. Opens new horizons. (17, m)
This programme gives a really good insight into what studying is like and prepares us for the university experience in terms of the subject itself and life on campus. (18, m)

**Learning**
The Athena programme is really very interesting. Surrounded by kind students, I learned a huge amount about mathematics and physics. (16, f)
It is very interesting to discover a maths class at the University of Geneva before being able to come here. This helps me put in place a method for work. In fact, I was able to notice certain mistakes to be avoided in the way I work. (18, m)

Table 3. Athena student testimonials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andreas Müller</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>The option to discover the system and to understand how the university works – helps avoid making mistakes in choosing a future path. Opens new horizons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camille Bonvin</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>This programme gives a really good insight into what studying is like and prepares us for the university experience in terms of the subject itself and life on campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Sfyrla</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>It is very interesting to discover a maths class at the University of Geneva before being able to come here. This helps me put in place a method for work. In fact, I was able to notice certain mistakes to be avoided in the way I work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(most positive opinion). Overall, the students have a very positive view of their participation in the Athena programme (see Fig. 2, rightmost column), with an average "grade" between 5.5 and 5.7. There was no gender difference regarding this or any of the following points.

Three questions were about the difficulty level and the workload of the courses, and the support available from the tutors as specific characteristics of the educational offer (see Fig. 2). In response to the item "the level of the course was achievable for me", the degree of agreement was acceptable (between 4 and 5; it improved by certain adjustments made between the 2016/17 and 2017/18 editions of the programme). The perception of the workload was also improved over the years by organisational adjustments. However, the standard deviations (not presented here) show a considerable variation among the sample: for many participants, the workload is perceived as very heavy. Given these indicators of the workload and the difficulty of the courses, it is encouraging to note the very positive perception of the tutor support.

It is also important to know whether participating in the Athena programme has an impact on the students’ school results, whether positive (by stimulation) or negative (by overloading). A few questions thus dealt with these aspects (on a scale from –2 = very negative impact, through 0 = no impact, to +2 =very positive impact). In the subject corresponding to their Athena studies (physics or mathematics), the students generally perceive the impact on their school results as positive (+0.8). For other school subjects, the programme is perceived as having almost no impact (−0.1). This result is all the more important given the heavy perceived workload (see above).

Comparing with the German programme,15 the following aspects are worth noting. First, enrolment there is almost by a factor of 10 lower (math: 6; physics: 5; average over participating universities) than in Athena (see Table 1). This is consistent with the different objectives (and more selective admission) of the German programme, see below. Second, there is a very high level of satisfaction in both programmes, with the value for Athena even being slightly higher (Germany: 5.0516, Athena: > 5.5).
Third, the German programme reports a fraction of participants obtaining credits (i.e. passing the exam) for their course of choice larger than 40% (among 27 universities where data are available),17 while Athena is somewhat below this value (rather 20%–30%, see Table 118). Fourth, the gender ratio in Geneva is higher than in the German programme (GR = 0.55). We interpret these points as consistent with Athena’s objectives, i.e., a focus on stress-free exploration, and course success (credits) as an option of secondary importance.

These quantitative results are complemented by a few qualitative comments, obtained in an "open answers" section included in the questionnaire, such as those at the beginning of Sect. 1, or the examples in Table 3, and which provide further evidence the Athena programme is indeed perceived by students in accord with its objectives.

5. Conclusions
From a look on a few perspectives from recent research and expert reports a consistent image emerges of why and how anticipated study programmes can help young people for the critical transition phase from high school to university.19

According to a large-sample study (N > 6000 students; N = 60 universities) by a German centre for research on higher education, a large majority of students expresses...

---

16 Obtained by transforming the German „grade scale“ (best to worst: 1 to 6) to the one used here (6 to 1).
18 Certain values (gender ratio, sitting of examinations) display considerable year-to-year variation – a topic of further investigation.
19 For further background and another example regarding that issue see also the contribution on a mathematics bridging course by Giamarchi et al. starting on page 76 of this issue.
considerable lack of information when beginning their university studies; only roughly 1/3 of students say they had sufficient information about the studying conditions and level requirements for their discipline (36%, 32%, respectively); for mathematics and science this percentage was even lower. This is consistent with an in-depth study specifically on student dropout in physics, where lack of information and false expectations were major reasons to quit. Similar findings are also reported from the United States, concluding that realistic expectations are an important factor for a successful transition into university after school; moreover, this study provided evidence that anticipated study programs have indeed to the potential to improve this transition.

Consequently, Heublein et al. also emphasize the importance of schools and universities drawing attention to offers like Athena as sources of experience and information. This is certainly one of the points where the close cooperation of the two “worlds” as described in Sect. 3 gains its full importance.

By way of conclusion, and in light of this background and the data and experience with seven editions of the Athena programme, it is safe to say that it has gone beyond the “proof of concept” stage. Indeed, in 2016 Athena won the Credit Suisse Award for Best Teaching. The offer continues to this day, to the satisfaction of students and of the Conférence des directrices et directeurs du Collège de Genève. A report co-authored by Madeleine Rouset Grenon, member of the latter commission till 2017, with a focus on the collaboration with and the perspective of schools is available in French and German. Interviews with three female Athena students confirm the positive perception of the programme. Since this year there is an offer of a continuation of the programme, called Athena plus, which gives a first overview of the research carried out at the University of Geneva, and in which students read and work on a scientific paper with the help of a tutor. There are four topics on offer: particle physics (Higgs boson and its recent discovery); theoretical physics (gravitational redshift and its measurement); applied physics (coexistence of several possible climates for given external conditions); quantum matter physics (super-conductivity).

Participants of the Athena programme, especially young women among them, benefit from this opportunity through its various facets: encouragement (for studies in physics and mathematics), stimulation (the courses and their content, the contacts, the immersion), and a welcoming atmosphere. Continuous feedback from and discussion with all partners (students, schools, university) will be help to further improve and extend in the future.
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